
ECO meaning environmentally friendly 
products

HOU = Products for our House/Home & 
Family

Zing = Next Generation Product 
developments

Pronounced as ECO+HOU+ZING



Welcome to the Millennial Age of Eco-
Houzng, where design and products are
made to keep our life safe, simple &
comfortable. We care about today and the
future because we are family. Every
product is carefully thought out from start
to finish which includes design, material
selection, & attention to details. Quality &
satisfaction is just part of our success.
Thank you for inviting our products into
your own home.









1. Fully Sealed Gear Box Design: Prevents residual wind noise & fan vibration. Fan
oscillation is more balanced & harmonized

2. Sealed Lubricated Oil Design: Prevents gears from sticking & creates a stable
quite fan rotation that is more stable with less vibration.

3. 99.9% Solid Copper Winding: With the use of solid copper vs copper clad
aluminum windings, this ensures EcoHouzng products are made of the highest
quality materials to ensure that our products last a long time to the consumer &
up to their satisfaction. Dependability & Reliability.

DC Motor Design



“Air Blade Design”



Air Blade Design

The unique revolutionizing “Air Blade” design produces a powerful
concentrated soothing wind feel up to 20 or more meters. The
ultra quiet blade design reduces vibration and wind noise giving a
natural feeling of comfort. Excellent for restless sleepless nights of
hot summer days and circulation of air to give any room a breath
of freshness.



EcoHouzng 16“ DC Motor Digital Oscillating Stand Up Fan

Quick Overview:
EcoHouzng 16” inch Energy Saving Oscillating Pedestal Fan
has an energy saving feature that uses less power to provide
the same performance as other fans from its unique “Air
Blade” design combined with our DC Motor Design. The fan
comes with a “Limitless” Rotary Speed Control setting by
using the Rotary button. The fan is ideal for medium to large
size rooms. This fan has a flat profile, Limitless Rotary Speed
setting, removable grill, manual height adjustment, tilt
adjustment, and oscillation function.

Product Features / Specification:
 Energy Saving
 Limitless Rotary Speed Control Setting
 16” inch ultra high performance 5 “Air Blade” design
 Adjustable height and tilting fan head design
 90 Degree Oscillation feature
 Ultra Quiet Design
 Unique guard ring and Sturdy base design
 180 degree sine wave DC variable frequency motor

DC Motor Design

Powerful/Quiet “Air Blade” Design

Limitless Rotary Speed Control

MODEL:  CT4007D



THANK YOU

NOTE:  Manufacturer reserves the right to change design, models, colours, price, materials, etc. at its 
discretion.


